In order to understand the basic physics of muscle contraction and molecular motor movement, we develop a conceptual model for nonequilibrium free energy transduction based on a 2-dimensional di usion in a periodic force eld. It is shown that a nonconservative force is su cient and necessary for a steady-state with circular ux, but is not su cient for a global uni-directional transport thermal ratchet synonymous to motor protein movement. A vector potential for the ux is introduced for characterizing the circular ux and global transport. The model provides a natural distinction between the two types of models for muscle protein movement, namely the mechanical dominant power-stroke" model and the Brownian-motion dominant ratchet model.
As a device for free energy transduction, the thermal ratchet originally proposed by Feynman 1 has attracted wide attention in biophysics, especially in connection with membrane protein transport 2,3 and motor protein translocation 4-6 . While there is already a large body of literature on this subject, the eld still lacks a coherent mathematical framework for analyzing such a nonequilibrium phenomenon. The objective of this paper is to provide a mathematical framework for a class of thermal ratchet models in 2-dimensional 2D continuous space. An insightful mathematical treatment o f discrete models can befound in 7 . Thermal Ratchet Derived from Muscle Contraction. In recent years the study of thermal ratchet and noise-driven transport has become an active research area in biophysics. One of the initial motivations of this research is to reveal the molecular mechanism for muscle contraction and related motor protein movement 8 . Thus we rst turn to the classic work of Huxley on muscle contraction 9 . Paraphrasing the Huxley model in stochastic terms following T.L. Hill is conceptually similar but computationally complicated. Note that the conservation of P leads to the convection terms rather than a reaction term. This distinguishes our model from many di usion-reaction type of models. In this paper, we shall only focus on the steady-state of 3.
For every given y, i.e., in a xed myosin conformation, F x x; y = ,@Ux; y=@x represents the interaction between actin and myosin, where Ux; y is a periodic potential energy function of x. Therefore, the di usion in x-direction has no bias across the unit cell:
F x x; ydx = U0; y , U a; y = 0 :
4 Obviously F x x; y is itself periodic in x. Thus, this model is a generalization of the discrete model with uctuating barrier 6 . In the case of uctuating force, Ux; y for each y has a net bias across the unit cell. However, R b 0 Ux; ydy has zero bias, corresponding to zero mean force. As suggested in 6 , as well as becoming clear below, the uctuation barrier scenario is more fundamental to the ratchet model.
While F x represents the intermolecular force, the force in y-direction, F y x; y for each given x represents an intramolecule force. Implicitly, this force is a function of ATP, ADP, and Pi concentrations. If this force satis es F y x; y = , @Ux; y=@y, then the steady state solution is simply Px; y e ,Ux;y , which in fact is an equilibrium solution with detailed balance 14 . In other words, if we de ne the steady state ux eld as Jx; y = ,rPx; y + F x; yPx; y 5 then equilibrium entails J = 0. The su cient and necessary condition for ux eld J = 0 is that the force eld is conservative, F = ,rU. This will be the situation when the ATP, ADP, and Pi are at their equilibria. Eq. 5 indicates that if there is a ux within or across the unit cell, then the extrema of P and the locations of zero F no longer coincide as in a thermodynamic equilibrium. Vector Potential A as Probabilistic Circulation. Since r J = 0, according to Bendixson criterion 15 J meets the necessary condition for being a circular eld.
In 2D, J in fact is the conjugate of a gradient system. Therefore, the J eld is circular. This is an insightful result, which is veri ed in our detailed calculation to bepublished in which the global transport is a third-order e ect. If the function Ux is not smooth, then the second term in Eq. 8 will have di erent values for x + and x , . Then the global transport is determined by the discontinuous slope at these singularities 6,13 , and the global transport can begreater.
Force F, Flux J, and Linear Irreversibility. It is the non-conservative part of force F which drives J. Let's denote f irr = F + r which is the irreversible motive force. A continuous di usion model has the following correspondence to a random walk on a lattice, with non-uniform forward rate constants k +i and reverse rate constants k ,i :
where jk +i , k ,i j k +i ; k , i , D is di usion coe cient, and due to the periodic boundary condition. Eq. 14 indicates that at every y, the J x changes sign within the unit cell cf. Fig. 2 . There is no laminar ux; the global transport in x-direction is due to the free energy from the intramolecular force F y .
DISCUSSION
The central idea of the thermal ratchet is the coupling of a set of stochastic processes. While each process by itself has no bias for global transport, the nonconservative coupling leads to nonequilibrium circulation. Mathematically speaking, the con ict between the vector force elds leads to singularities which drive the circulation and global transport. In the 2D case we studied, the circulation is associated with a center in the ux eld, while the transport is associated with several stagnation saddle points.
It is appropriate here to comment on the large body of biophysical theories for enzymatic kinetics with uctuating proteins 12 . The mathematics and physics behind those models and our thermal ratchet model share common features, but with one crucial di erence: the former are for equilibrium systems which require the existence of a potential function for Fx; y = ,rU, while all the interesting nonequilibrium phenomena arise because of r F 6 = 0. This fundamental di erence leads to the reversibility for the former which is equivalent to the Kolmogorov's condition in mathematics, uctuation-dissipation theorem in physics, and the thermodynamic box" in chemistry but positive e n tropy production in the latter Eq. 11.
Another important aspect of the di usion-convection model is that it is not just limited for the thermal ratchet. If the process is dominated by the convection force term, then the model is consistent with the traditional idea for motor movement which consists of well-de ned steps power stroke". It has been recognized that the di erence between the ratchet model and power-stroke model for muscle contraction and motor protein is a quantitative one 11 ; our model provides a natural mathematical de nition for these models by identifying the ratchet mechanism with the di usion term, and the power stroke" with the force term. 
